LAXCASHIRE AND YORKSHIRE RAILWAY.
Hail\l-ay Departinent, Board of l'radc,
X, Richmond Terrace! Whitehall, London, S.W.
SIR,
12t,h July, 1912.
I HATE the honour t o report, for the inforn~ationof the Board of Trade, in con~pliance
with the Order of the 22nd June, the result of my Inquiry into thc causes of the accident
~ ~ l i i coccurred
h
on the 21st June to an express passenger train which left the rails at
Charlestown Curve, near Hebden Bridge, on the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railway.
In this case the 2.25 p m . express train from iIanchestrr to Lceds was ekirely
derailed and the second and third mhiclea broken up.
F o m passengers were killed and 60 injured, and the driver, iireman an11gward were
also iujured.
The engine was a four-wheels-coupled radial tank engine, i.e., uue with a pair of
leading and trailing wheels, each pair on a radial axle, alld it was running chimney firht
at the time c ~ fthe accident. I t was fitted with the antoinatic vacuum brake working
blocks on the four coupled wheels.
Its weight in working order was 66 tons 9 cwt.
distribnted as foliows, viz. :tous.
cwt,.
On the leading radial axle
... 12 16
,, driving axle
... 19 11
,, rea.r coupled axle
19
14
,, rear radial axle
14
S
The total length of the frame, excluding buffers, was 34 ft. 10 ins., made rip as
' S nz.
:follon..
'

... ...
... ...
.... ...

...

...

...

...

...

...

ft.

ins.

From front to centre of leading radial axle
5
6
leading radial axle to drwing axle
i 103
,, driving axle to rear coupled axle.. .
8
7
,?
rear coupled axle to rear radial axle
... 7 l O &
,, rear radial axle to end of frame
5
O
The diameter of the driving and coupled wheels was 5 ft. 8 ins., and of the radial
wheels 3 ft. 7% ins. The centre of grarity was frmu 4 ft. 10 ins. to 5 ft. above rail
level.
The engine was fitted with a superheater.

...
...
...

...

The train consisted of the following eight coaches, viz. :l . Bogie Compo. 7?a11! Southport to Ha1.i-ogate.
2 . Six-wheeled Third Van, for Harropte,
3 . Ktrgie Third \'an
4. Hogie Compo.
Leeds portion,
5. Kogie Third Van
6. Bogie Third \'m1
12radford portion,
7. Bogie Compo.
S. Bogie Third Van
with brake blocks worked by the automatic vacuum brake on all wheels with the
exception of the centre pair of the six-wheeled vehicle.
All the brakes arc sirid to have been in very good order.
The six-u~heeledvehicle was a special coach attached to the train, contnining a cofiin.

I

\

7.-

he length jexcl~ulinf: bllfers), :~nd~ r e i g h tof the coaches (unloaded) were as
fOll0\T> :--

1. Length
2.
,.
"
-7.

5"errt.
3;i

,,
,,
,.
,,
,,
,,

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

tons. cwt. qrs

\17eight
.,

).

2.1
12

4
14
9
6

0
2
0

54
.:
22
56
:?
23
3
a.
54
22
9 IJ
2>
S.
3.
.54
i
2
l7 3
I .
-56
.I
2 , I9 0
...
X.
54 >,
>,
2-1- 17 3
Total length oftrain, over all, including engine, 479 feet, m d total weight oC enginc
and train, unloaded, %S Tons 10 clvt. 3 q r j
Details of damage to rolling stock an$ permanent way are given in the Appendix.
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Descr+hbn.
The down line from the Todmorden end of Summit Tunnel to a point 77 yards
past Dover Bridge signal-box is on a falling gradient all the way of 1 in 182, and the
distance is about 5& miles.
The distances between the following intermediate points referred to in the evidence
are as follows, viz. :-Miles chains.
4
From Todinorden end of Summit Tunnel to Dobroyd crossing 2
From Dobroyd crossing to Todmorden West ...
0
12
From Todmorden West to centre of Eastwood Station
2
28
From centre of Eastwood Station to down advance signal
... 0 19
37
From Eastwood down advance signal to Dover Bridge signal-box 0
... 0 14
From Dover Bridge signal-box to Woodman Bridge ...
The gradient changes from 1 in 182 falling to 1 in 1586 rising at a point 77 yards
past the Dover Bridge signal-box for a distance of 10 chains and then becomes 1 in 179
rising for a distance of 11 chains, and then 1 in 179 falling to Hebdeu Bridge, and then
falls at varying gradients from l in 298 to 1 in 433 to Sowerby Bridge, except for a level
length of 19 chains at the water troughs.
At Dover Bridge signal-box the down line is on a slight curve to the right of
90 chains radius, arid at a-point 130 yards east of the box a transit,ional curve 108 yards in
length commences: ending in a curve to the right of 30 chains radius which is 128 yards
in length, Woodman Bridge being at just about the centre of the 30 chain curve.
Beyond the 30 chain curve there is another transitional curve to the right 90 yards
in length to a piece of straight line 23 yards in length, and then commences a transitionill
curve to the left leading to another 30 chai~lcurve but to the left, but that part of the
line is not concerned with the actual derailment.
The super-elevation of the outer rail commences some way back from the 30 chain
cunTe and amounts to 22 inches on the 90 chain cnrve and gradually increases to a
maximum of 5 inches on the 30 chain curve, and then decreases again and dies out at
the straight portion.
There is a speed restriction of 43 miles an hour round the curves.
Prior to the line being relaid in April, 1911, there was an inside check rail o c the
curve, which was then, I am informed, of about 27 chains radius and was not approached
by transition curves as at present ; so when the line was relaid and the curvature
improved, the check rail wainot considered necessary and was not renewed.

... ...
...

Evidence.
George Henry ,Wedley statetes : I have been in
the service 32 years and a registered driver 14
years. On June 21st I came on duty at 1.25 pm.
at Newton Heath and was working the 2.25 p.m.
passenger train from Manchester to Bradford.
We left Manchester t,o time and the first stop was
Rochdale. I left Rochdale two minutes late,
where we were booked to leave at 2.45, and my
next stop would have been Halifax, where I was
due at 3.14. I have not driren this particular train
before but have worked ot,her trains timed the
mme. I have generally had a bogie engiue
before. This engine was a four-wheels-coupled
radial tank fitted with the automatic vacuum
brake on the four coupled wheels. The brakes
were in good order and I had a steadg 20 inches of
vacuum throughout. On leaving Manche~terme
had a clear road with the exception of a permanent way slack at Cast,leton, where I reduced
speed to l5 miles per hour. &4fter passing
Rochdale the train seemed all ripht, and I felt no
unusual motion on the engine. From Summit
Tunnel there is a falling gradient all the way to
Eastwood, and 1emerged from the tunnel at about
45 miles an hour. The speed nVas accelerated
up to 48 miles per hour approaching Dohroyd
cross in^, and I closed the regulator and allowed
the train to run by gravitation through Todmordeu, an5 clear of Hall Royd Junction. After
the train had cleared the latter point I put on
about half steam, polled the wheel back to about
qnarter cut off. The regulator then remained i n
this position to a point about Eastwood advance

signal. which is on the same post as Dover Bridge
inner distant. At abont that place I again closed
the regulator and at this point I estimate the
speed at about 50 miles per hour. Having a dry
rail and only a light train I calcnlate the friction
and the dryness of the rails would reduce the
speed five miles per hour, seeing that I was
running by gravity, and I should therefore be
travelling about 45 miles an hour when I enkred
on the curv'e, and I estimate I was travelling at
this speed when passing Dover Bridge box. The
first intimation I had that anything was wrong
was just as I was about three parts o.i.er the
viaduct. I was standing with my left hand on
the regulator when an incident occurred which
caused me to turn my head sideways. This was
through feeling a bit of a set. back to the engine ;
also at the same moment a slight twist at my
side. Next the engine took two or three very
severe longitudinal swerves from the leading to
the trailing end. I immediately applied the
brake with full force, and all the air passed from
the application valve into the train pipe, and the
train to all appearances was intact at this moment.
When I applied the brake the engine did not
appear to be off the rail% For a moment or t ~ v o
we ran on and then we seemed to drop off the
rails and then commenced to run.on the side of
the slope. Up to the time when I felt that
something had gone wrong I had never applied
the brake, as I do not believe in checking the
speed when running over a curve. If I require
to do any checking I do it before I enier on a
n

curve, as I want my brakes off when passing engine a litt,le steam again 01, passing through
over a curve. I t,hink I felt the swerve just Horsfall tunnel. I t,hink he closed the regulator
before I got to the old signal post on the up side again at Eastwood and ha did not pnt steam on
of the line. I know there is a speed restriction again between there and the point of accident.
of 45 miles per hour over the curve. When I The driver was running with his hand on the
felt the pluck I think the whole of the train, brake handle from Eastwood and he did not
including my engine, was on the rails. The apply the brake nutil I heard the first indication
engine did not appear to have left the rails nntil that something was ammg. I think this was
we had got further up into rhe cut,ting. I t mould when we were passing a point about 20 yards to
be a hard job to say hsw far my engine ran on the west of Woodmau Bridge bet~reen Dover
the ballast after leaving the rails, but I should Bridge box and Charlestomn curve. He then
estimate we ran in that position about 20 or 30 applied the brake fully. As regards the indiyards. I do not think there was a wheel off cation which I had that something was wrong,
until a little after I applied the brakes. After I can only say that the engine seemed to rock
the longitudinal movements the engine seemed sideways and almost immediately afterwards we
to gather itself again and advance along the rails. were off the road. I did not hear any particular
I did not feel any more pull after feeling the noise before the engine came off t,he road. I had
jerks, which I think I should have done had shut the injector off abouc Eastwood Station and
there been any wheels of the engine or t,rain off after that I did not do anything fnrther than
the road. When I felt the pluck I did not look keep a look-out on my side of the engine. I
round to see if there was anything wrous as I looked back as soon as I felt the engine ahaking
was on the outside of the curve, and if I had about and the whole of the train seemed to he on
looked back I should. not have been able t,o see. the road. Both the driver and myself kept on
I did not notice my engine give any swerve at all the footplate till the engine came to a stand and
out of the ordinary after leaving Todmorden, as I then put the iujector on and ran ahead to
it rode like a carriage. After the train came to Hebden Bridge West box to protect the line.
a stand I got down from the footplate and said to I was not injured but shaken by the accident.
my mate "Run on to Hebden Bridge and stop We did not seem to travel anv faster on the
anything comiug in this direction by all possible Friday than on the previous day. On the Thursmeans ; also summon doctors and demand break- day the driver kept wteam on until we arrived at
down train." About 10 minutss or a quarter of an or about East~u~oodStation and then shut off
hour aft,er the accident I saw the guard aasiatiug steam until nearlj- at Hsbden Bridge East box.
the injured. I was able to judge the point where The engine seemed to give a jerk and swerve
I felt the train commencs to swerve by the from one side to the other two or three times
position of Woodman Bridge. I have worked when my driver put t,he brake on, hut I did not
over this length of road both express and local take particular notice as to whether the engine
trains for the greater part of 14 years, and the seemed to steady itself afterwards. I felt the
last time I was over before the accident was jerking before the swerving commenced. The
about a fortnight ago, when I ran a race special jerk was just like a bit of a pluck. After two or
from Pcndleton Now to Leeds, Sowerby Bridge three qnick swerving motions and after t,he
being my first stop. I have never perceived driver put the brake on we immediately came
anything out of the ordinary when passing over off the road. There was only a short interval
this curve, and I consider it a very good curve to between the engine swerving and the train
off the road, bnt I cannot remember any
.
run over. I have travelled over the C h a r l e ~ t o ~ n coming
curve on the down road with full steam on close particular period, neither can I say how far we
upon 55 to E0 milea an hour on more l,han one travelled before coming off the road. I could not
occasion, but on the date in question I had no say how far the engine went after leaving the
need to p u ~ has I had plenty of margin of power. rails before it, struck the bank. When I looked
This was the firfit time I hare driven engine out on my side after the jerk the train appeared
No. 276, but I have had its sister engine, No. 285, to be all right. After gettingoff the engine I ran
and I have been connected with four-coupled ahead to nebden Bridge West signal-box, and
radial tanks ever since they were started. I have I did not meet anything comiug on the up road.
never travelled at a rate of 60 miles an hour wii,h I do not think the cngiue regained itself after
a four-coupled radial tank, as this happened when I felt the pluck. I think we mere travelling
I have had a bogie tender engine, and it was also about 50 to 55 miles an hour when passing about
before I knew of the instruction respeciiug the Eastwood Station, where the driver shut off
steam: I cannot say what speed we were travelspeed.
ling at when passing oyer the bridge just aft,er
Henry H t q h Bmaclbent states : I have been reaching Dover Bridge box. I did not feel any
in the service since April, 1906, and a booked swerving of the engine before reaching Dover
fireman from Xovember, 1910. I signed off duty Bridge hox. There was no oscillat,ion of the
on Thursday, the 20th, about 12.50 a.m., and engine between Nanchest,er and the point where
signed on on Friday at 1.25 p.m., and in the I felt the pluck. I have been over this road xvith
or dinar^ course should have finished a t about this particular train regularly, but, not with the
12.50 a.m. I was booked to work with driver same driver. The driver on the date in question
Nedley on this date and he signed on at the ran at the usual speed drivers run at when
same time. We had engine No. 276, which is a working the same Lrain. There was no difference
four-coupled radial tank fitted with vacuum with this particular driver to other drivers
brake to the coupled wheels. We worked the working the same train with the exception that
2.2.5 u.m. train Victoria to Leeds. and the envme he shut off steam twice approaching Eastwood
was &niug chimney first. w e ' left Manch&cer instead of once. We did not pick u p any time
about two minutes late. We had a permanent bet,ween Rochdale and Todmorden. At the time
wag check at Castleton South and arrived at I looked back I think all the coaches were on
Rochdale 34 minutes late. We passed Todmorden the road.
at 3.2 p.m. and 1 think we were still 34 minutes
Surgeant &lzwsun states : I have been in the
late. All the.signals were off for us and I consider v e were runniug at abont 55 miles an service about 29 years, and a regular guard about
hour on passing Eastw-nod. The driver shut off 4$ years. On June 21st I came on dnty at 9
steam w-hen passing Todmorden and gaTe the a.m. and expected to finish about 7.15 p.m. 1

left duty thr day before at this time. I was in
charge of the 1.40 p m . Liverpool to Leeds express
and have worked this train for 2h years in my
turn every eighth neek. Before leaving Liverpool I examined the train, which was formed W-ith
six bogie vehicles, and tested the vacuum. I
started with 18 inches. S t Manchester the engine
was changed,and the through Southport to Harrogate wach and a corpse van for Harrogate were
attached in front, and the formation of my train
from thwe was as follows :Engine No. 276 (radial tank).
Bogie Compo. Van No. C25 (Southport to
Harrogate).
Six-wheeled Thir; Van No. 1967 (londed
with corpse).
Bogie ThirdTan No. 911 '
Bogie Compo. No. 936
Leeds portion.
Bogie Third Van KO.912 1
Bogie Third Van No. 894
Bogie Compo. No. 1070
Bradford portion.
Bogie Third Van A-o. 833
8 vehicles, ecpal to llg.
I tested the vacuum again before leaving Manchester, where we left two minutes late, at 2.27
pm. We bad one minute delay at Castletou by
permanent way operations, one minute over dime
at Rochdale dealing wiih luggagei leaving at 2.49
four minutes late, and we were 43 minutes late
paesing Todmorden at 3.1 p m . Nothing unusual
occurred on the journey from Liverpool to Eastwood, and just after passing there I was sorting
the parcels and mail bags, of which I had a large
quantity, in readiness for transfer at Halifax, our
next stop, when I was thrown abont in the van.
This was the first intimation I had that anything
was wrong, and I rushed to apply the vacuum,
but it had already been destroyed. I at once
alighted from t,he van and ran back to\\.r-ards
Dover Bridge cabin to tell the signalman to block
both roads. I placed some detonators down and
when I was abont half way to the cabin the signalman heard my whistling and noticed the motioning of my arms to stop the traffic. After telling
him what had occurred l returned to the train to
see how the driver and fireman were, and
ascertain if the up road had b?en protected.
My van was off the road but upright, and the two
next vehicles to it, were also off, but upright, on
the dovn sido and clear of the up main line.
The fourth one was leaning towards the up main
and was foul, but it was shnding on its wheels.
The fifth v a s leaning on its aide on the up line
and t,he next two W-ereall mixed up, the corpse
ran being broken to pieces. The leading vehicle
was uprigbt, but badly damaged. When I was
passing the vehicles next to my van I saw- the
passengers helping one another out. 1 estimate
the speed of the train at 40 miles an hour at the
time of t h e occurrence although 1 did not iake
any special notice of the speed we were travelling
at. When passing Dover Bridge box I heard a
crack, which seemed to come from the front of
the train, and afcer this I think w e shonld travel
about 100 yards before the coaches left tJle mile.
The driver shut off steam between Eastwood and
Dover Bridge. I have never noticed anything
out of the ordinary when passing round this
curvewith this train. When there has been a
clear road I have occasionally noticed that the
vaounm has been reduced by the driver between
Todmorden and Hebden Bridge, hut I have not
looked specially at the gauge to see if the speed
was checked. On one or two occasions this week
the vacuum has been reduced abont Eashvood.
but on the date of the accident I did not notice
there was any reduction in the epeed between
Todmorden and the place where the train came
to rest. There was nothing in the speed of the

I

train on this occasion to cause me to watch the
gauge. I have not seen the instruction in the
Supplement dated January, 1911, to the Working
Time Table Appendix in which the speed of trains
travelling over the down line round Charlestovn
curve is restricted to 45 miles per hour. The crack
I heard near to Dover Bridge might have been
caused by the engine leaving the road. I have not
had the same engine and driver all the week, as I
started on thehfonday with No. M!), driver Powell: '
on the Tuesday and Wednesda-j-, engine Ko. 480,
driver Burton; Thursday No. 276, driver Powell,
and on the day of accident the same engine and
driver Medley. All these engines are the same
class, and the train has been run urith ibis class
of engine for some months. I did not noiiee the
exact time of the accident.

Xdgn? Ewrrrt Hc*r;77~states : I have been in
the service about 1 2 years, and a signalman about
four years, having been in Dorer Bridge box
abont two y a m . I signed on duty at 2 p.m. on
Friday, June 21st, for eight hours, aud finished
duty at 10 o'clock the night before. I got the
" I s line clear ? " signal from Eastwood for the 1.40
p.m. Liverpool to Leeds express at 3.1 p.m.; the
train uras running about a nlinnt,e late. I oEered
the " I s line clear ? " signal to the box in advance
at the same time and it was acknowledged irnmediately. I received " Train entering section "
signal from Eastwood Station box at 3.3 p m . An
up train was passjng at, the same time as 1received
the "Train entering section " signal from Eastwood. I watched the Leeds train as it was passing my box and I gave the "Train out of section "
signal to Eastwood at 3.4 p m . as soon as I saw
the tail lamp. I then heard a rumbling noise
after 10 to 20 seconds, and, looking in the
direction of the train, I saw the guard coming
back towards my box motioning with his arms
and whistling. I thought shere wa8 something
wrong, and at once gave.t,he "Obstruction danger "
signal. I could see the rear two carriages clearly
from my box and they appeared to be off the road.
I n my opinion there was nothing except,ional
about, the appearance of the train or of t,he speed
at which it was travelling, and it seemed to p ~ s s
me in the usual way. I conld not tell if the
driver was slackening speed for the curve on
approaching my box, as it is difficult to form an
opinion on this.

I r ~ ~ i nHey,
g
foreman platelayer, Tndmorden,
states : I have been in the service about 12 years,
a foreman 3$ gears. I was standing on the
viaducts betn~eenWalsden and Todmorden when
the 2.25 p.m. paseenger train, blanchester to
Leeds, passed OP June 21st. I t seemed to be
travelling about 50 or 60 miles an hour, and I
heard a throbbing noise, and the engine seemed
to jump. The train seemed to me to be travelling
rather faster than usual, and I hare never noticed
other engines jump as this one seemed to do. I
n7ason the up line watching it approach. When
I got down to Dobroyd cutting I told platelayer
Heyworth that the down express came along at a
rare speed, and he also said the engine seemed to
be jun~ping. I clid not hear of the accident until
about 3.35 p.m. I shonld be about three-quarters
of a mile above Todrnorden w.hen t,he train passed
me. I have never noticed anything unusual
about the running of this train. From the
position in which I stood on the up side of the
line I conld not say whether the knocking noism
wbich I heard was from the engine or not. As
the train approached me I noticed that it appeared
to be heaving, which is something I have not
observed before. When the train passed me on
the day before the accident I was at Todmorden
D2

accident, I thought it advisable, in view of the
tem~eratureof the dav. to slacken off one or two
joinis. I t had not be% necessary to do this any
Arthur Heyworth, platelayer, states : I have day previously during the week. During last
been in the service about l 2 months. At about summer, which was exceptionally hot, the down
2.30 p.m. on June 21st I was working in Dobroyd road did go out of line as near as I can say about
Cutting between Todmordeu and Walsden. I two inches from a point three lengths on the
along with others stepped clear of both roads as Eastwood side of Woodman Bridge to the Dover
the 2.25 p.m. express from Manchester passed. Bridge down advance signal, hut the road has not
I noticed that when the train entered the top end been out of line, dne to expansion this year.
of the cutting it ~tartedto jump as if some of the This was about the place where I saw the waviness
wheels had left the metals. There were three of of the line on the day of the accident. On June
us working together, and the other two said that 21st the sun waa shining from 2 o'clock to about
the engine seemed to lift from the mehls as i t 3. Nobody had couched -any of the permanent,
was running, and they said they had nexrer way up to the time I arrived at thc scene of the
noticed anything like it before. I mentioned it accident, and I was the first to sleT the line
to my foreman afterwards how the train appeared afterwards. As far as I know, there have been
to be running, and at that time I did not know no broken fishplates at or about Woodman Bridge
that there had been an accident. As the train since the line was relaid. When I have observed
approached me the wheels of the engine appeared drivers exceeding the speed limit, I have not
to be moving up and down at the front but not reported them, althongh I have mentioned the
at the back, and when I noticed this I should be matter to Inspector Wright. When I passed over
about 50 yards away. The moremenc was up and the length just before the accident, 1 slackened
down only.
two bolts at the joint on th;. east side of Woodman Bridge, i.e., in the rail over the bridge. I
.Josej17~ Taslrer states: I have been in the did this because the sun was out at the time.
service nine years, and am located in the Goods There was a quarter inch gap between the rails at
Department at Todmorden. I v a s in the Goods that time. For the 45 feet, five-eighths inch gap ;
Yard on the west side of the Station, and was for the 60 feet, five-eighths inch gap; and same
standing on the up side about 15 to 20 yards from fishplates used. The superelevation is 5 inches on
the up main line. I had a clear view of the the 30 chain curve: and dies away to ioch at the
2.25 p.m. express from Manchester as it was level joint. I slackened two of the fish bolts at the
approaching. I watched it pass and I thought joint of the rail on the east side of Woodman
it was tra~ellingfaster than usual. I heard a Bridge. There was a gap of about a quarter of
shaking noise as if there was something loose on an inch between the ends of the rails at the time.
one of the coaches. I alao noticed one of the Nothing uassed bhis lennth of line from the time I
long springs at the trailing end of the second
coach or the leading end of the third one was
hanging loose. The spring seemed to be fast at
one end and the other appeared to be sloping a square down, or a quarterof a turn of the nit:
downward, but it was not projecting at the side. and the rails did not move when I slackened
I am quite sure the spring was not in its proper the joints. I found the road in proper line a s I
position, and I n7as telling anocher clerk about walked along, and t,herewere no tools lyiug about.
the incident about five minutes afterwards n ~ h e n When the road got oat of alignment last year it
someone else came i i t o the office to acquaint a s was owing to the ballast not having got settled,
of the accident. The front end of the spring was hut since it has become settled there has been no
fixed, but the rear end was loose.
question of the road being out of line. I did not
notice the train as it was coming along, but simply
A r t h w Hoiden states : I have been five. years as it was passing. I slackened these particular
nine months in the serrice, a foreman five years. joinis because, being 60 feet rails, I consider they
all rhe time on Charlestown Curve. My section are more liable to expansion in hot weather than
of line is between Eastwood and Hehden Bridge, 45 feet rails, and I therefore specially watch
about twc miles in length. I was at Eastwood them.
when the 2.25 p.m. train from Manchester passed
Insuector Wrioht. Permanent Wav Denartment.
on June 2lst, and I was at the east end of the
I travehed over this lekgth'the d a i
station at the time. I had walked down the main state;:
line from Charlestown Old Cabin, past the place before the accident and also walked it. when I
of accident. M y eatimation of the speed of the found bhe road in very good condition. I did
train was that it was t,ravelling at about 60 or not not,ice that any of the joints were tight and
70 miles an hour. I specially notice the speed of we have had no ttouble with expansion this year.
trains as they pass over t,he Charlestown Curve. The joint,s were slackened for expansion in April
This particular train was travelling very fast but or the beginning of May last. When over the
it looked to me like an ordinary express. I t was road on Thursday 1 looked a t both lines and
not, in my judgment, travelling any faster than specially examined the joints of the sixiy feet
other expresses on the down road between rails over Woodman Bridge i n d found them
Eastwood and Hebden Bridge. I did not notice right, and nothing has been done there since my
anything peculiar in the appearance of the inspection. I do not know that the road was out
train. The signalman at Eastwood informed me of line at this place last year. I have noticed
of the accident just afterwards, and I was on the drivels pass over'this curve at a high rate of
scene about 15 minutes after it happened. I saw speed, but I have never reported them for disnothing wrong with the road as I passed it prior obeying the restriction. I have cautioned them
to the accident at about 2.65 p.m. On my return by hand signal on more than one occasion. The
I found the line waved but there was nothing road has been pulled hack since it wae relaid, once
broken and no mark on the rails nntil the point last year and once this year in May to give the
where something appears to have mounted the proper clearance between the rails. I am not
rails, and beyond that place to where the train aware that the ganger slackened any joints at
stopped the rails were all crumpled up. The road Woodman Bridge on the afternoon of the accident,
was newly relaid last summer. When I examined and I do not consider that the weather on that
the down road at 2.45 p.m. on the day, of the date was hot enough to require any slackening of

Junction, and I did not notice it as particularly
as I did on the Friday.

+

joints. I should not my that the waviness of the all in position excepting the left leading spring,and
line was due to expansion, and I would not say that this was fonnd immediately opposite to the engine
it was necessary for me to provide for expansion where i t had dropped off. I hand you a list of
at and about Woodman Bridge on account of the t,he portions of the engine U-hich were damaged.
heat of Friday last. With regard to my state- The general brake power of the train is such that
ment that trains have passed over the curve at it mould hold the engine back and nould not
excessive speed, I do not think the rat? at which allow the train to crowd on to the engine, and it,
I have seen some trains travel was sufficiently would not allow the vehicles to buffer up.
I estimate theoretically that the train would have
dangerous to cause an accident.
to be moving at the rate of 125 miles an hour to
L&.
W . H. Coomber, assistant engineer, states : cause the engine to mount the rails at this curve,
I produce a list shewing the extent of the and if you iake into consideration the down
damage to the permanent, way, together with course of the road i t would bring it to about
I have also taken into
particulars of the permanent way and the date l18 iniles an hour.
the road was last relaid, and a plan of t,he place consideration the speed required to cause a sixof accident. Pieces of metal of various thick- =.heeled coach to leave the rails, and it works out
nesnes are provided to enable proper expansion at the same figure. I have examined the wheels
being left when relaying the road according to of the carriage stock, and there is not the slightest
the temperature at the time the work is carried indication of the wheels having shifted on the
out. We use similar fish plates for 60 feet as 45 axles. The whole of the 330 tank engines are
feet rails, and there is the same space allowed not loaded in the same may as this engine, hut
between 60 feet as berwcen 45 feet rails, but ihe the Fact that it is a super-heated engine makes i t
60 feet rails are not used generally, hut merely heavier. ' I cannot imagine a spring getting into
for spanning bridges which 45 feet rails will not the position mentioned by t,he goods clerk from
Todmorden hanging at an angle across the axle
epan.
box. If it were possible, however, for t,he loose
X . Geo. Hughes, chief mechanical engineer, end of the spring to go up and rest in the angle
shies : I hand SOU a diagram of the engine of the fvame of the bogie above the spring and
No. 276 which worked this train, and another remain Lhere, I should have expected to find a
showing the condition of the tyres after the considerable abrasion in the anele. but I have
accident. The engine is a radial tank passenger examined several and have not fo&l the slightest
engine, of which we have 330. It is a new indication of thia character. If the latter did
engine, that is to say it was sent out into t r a 5 c happen it u.onld not lock the bogie in any way,
last November. Since then i t has run 30,000 and in my opinion if one end of the spring had
miles. This class of engine works a considerable gone the other end would also have gone. The
amount of passenger traffic. I n fact, i t works cause of the accident is an absolute secret to me.
80 per cent. of the passenger workings. I t runs
Jlr. F. E. Gobey, assistant carriage and waggon
61 per cent. of the passenger engine miles. We
run quite a numlier of express trains with this superintendens, states : I hare already handed
particular class of engine, and I hand to you the in drawing No. 8,005 sbewing the diagram of the
workings for this part,icular engine for the week train in the accident at Chsrlestown on June 21st,
of the accident, from which you will observe that and now put in a statement shewing the extent
it works some fast trains. Also on the same sheet of the damage to the carriage stock. I have
I give you an indication as,to what repairs were had the question of the exnmination of the
curied out to the engine on account of the daily train gone into, and there is no doubt whatreports of the drivers, which you will notics are ever that it was thoroughly examined before
only minor shed repairs arising from ordinary leaving Manchester, and at other prior points on the
running, and were attended to. Driver Medley same day. I n consequence of the comment that has
is a good driver, and a most steady man, and been passed with regard to one of the aide bearing
nothing of a serious nature has been reported springs being loose, I made a special inresiigation
against him. I may say that he takes a great as to the exact location of each spring as far as
interest in the training of the younger men. I possible, and this diagram s h e m the result. I t
think I arrived at the scene of the accident at \\.ill be seen by the diagram that six springs were
about 6.30 pm., and when I got there the miesing completely out of position after the
approach portion of the road between Dover accident ; t,welve springs were loose at one end,
Bridge and the scene of the accident had been and each of these are shewn on the ulan in
straightened up. As far as i t was possible for me
to do I made an examination of the locomotive
and carriage stock, and I find that several parts
of the engine were missing, bnt most of these three' bearing springs >hsolutely intact at both
ha~resince been found within 50 yards of the ends and one spring at the trailing end, the leadengine. Broadly speaking, the leading wheels of ing end of which was loose ; the four bearing
the engine mere in excellent order. The leading springa were in position, but one auxiliary spring
axle is bent, which I conclude to be the result of and washer were missine of the one snrine. with
the accident. There was an mdentation on thr!
flange on one of the driving wheels in. deep.
The trailing wheels had on? or two slight indentations. The wheels, however, were true to found a t t h e point of the accident, &dAt h 6 were
gauge, and the engine was afterwards sent to all complete springs with the exception of one,
Newton Heath on its own wheels. From the and that belonged to the first vehiclein the train ;
extent of the damage to the wheels it is clear that it was a rather different type of spring from thoso
it did not travel very far off the road. The used on the other vehicles in the train which
motion of the engine was iniact, and the leading makes it clear that it came from that vehicle.
radial axle boxes had been disulaced and hroken This swing was broken. and six out of the eight
up into several pieces. The r h i a l spring has not plateshave been fonnd ; there wasabroken p&e
been fonnd, and we have not found a portion off one of the eyes of the spring, and there is a
of the bolt mhich goes through.
The other slight flaw in the broken section at the bottom
portions were all found in the neighbourhood of side of the plate which is about +-inch deep.
the second coach. The springs of the engine were This spring was found at the point of accident,

and if the spring had left its position due to the
broken eye I should expect to find the spring eye
bolt. intact. There is an eye bolt intact on the first
vehicle and it is on the opposite side of the train
to that described b ~ the
- witness from Todmorden,
The broken spring, in my opinion, came to grief
at the point of accident. I have also examined
the whole of the wheels, and they are perfectly
aound, and have not shifhed on their axles. From

an examination of the first two bogies on the firit
vehicle i t is rery evident chat something has swept
underneath that vehicle, all the ironwork of t h e
two bogies being bent in an upward longitudinal
direction, and the Tacuum chamber and brakework
completely displaced, but this may be entirely due
to sleepers and ballast after the carriage left the
road.

Conclusion.
The circumstances attending the actual derailment of this train are given in the
evidence of driver Medley and fireman Broadbent. They are briefly to the effect that,.
whilst running at a speed of from 45 to 50 miles an hour, at a point about 20 yards before
reac.hing Woodman Bridge, the engine first received s small L'pluck " or set-hack, with a
slight t'wist, and then took two or three very severe swerves from the leading to the
trailing end, and after a very short interval it left the rails and ran into the side of the
cutting. The condition of the permanent way, as found for a distnnce of 175 ya-ds
behind the first mark of derailment, would account for the swemes, but the points to be
ascertained are, (1) mhether the line was in that condition before t,he engine passed over
it, or mhether it was produced by the engine in so passing ; and (2), if produced by the
action of the engine, whether it was due to some weakness in the pernlallent way, or to
some exceptional condition existing in the engine or carriages of the tmin a t the time.
The permanent way rras relaid in Aprd, 1911, with rails B.S. 95 lbs. section in
lengths of 45 feet! present weight about 93h Ibs. per yard. Seventeeri sleepers are used i n
a m11 length, the jomt sleepers being 9 feet X 12 inches X 5 inches, and the ordinary sleepers
9 feet X 10 inches X 5 inches. There are two 60-feet rails at Woodman Bridge of thesame section. The chairs are of cast-iron, 56 lbs. each, fastened by two spikes and two
treenalls ; fish plates 32 lbs. per pair n&h four fish bolts +-G inch diatnetcr, 3+2~inches in
length. Weight of bolt, nut and washer, 2& lbs.
The road is ballasterl with broken limestone boxed up level with top of sleepers and
for 12 inches outside them, depth of $ton&under sleepers from 4 inches to 5 inches, and
12 inches of ashes under the stone ballast. Underneath the ballast the subsoil on the bank
between Woodman Hridge and the cutting is earth and stcne from the adjoining cutting.
The ~~eap left for expansion in the joints of the rails when laid down in April last year
was ,aT inch, and on May 19th t,his year the whole of this length was gone through and
the rails pulled back to give the ,';inch
: clearance betn-een the rails, and the fish plate
bolts were loosened for expanscon in the middle of April.
With regard to the state of the permanent way before the engine passed over it,^
there is the evidence of A. Holden, the foreman in charge of the section of line concerned,
and of inkpector Wright, in whose di=trict. that portion of line is situated. Holdeu
walked over the down main line. past the site of the derailment about a quarter of an
hour before i t actually occurred, and no other train passed over the line from that time
until the train in question arrived. He states that he saw nothing wrong with the road,
but he thought it advisable, as the sun was out, to slacken o f the bolts of the fish-plates
at one or two joints. One of these places was the joint of the two 60-feet rails just on
the east side of NToodman Bridge. In slackening the bolts, a quarter of a turn of the
nut vas made. He says there was a gap of about a quarter of an inch at the time
between the ends of the rails, and the rails did not move when he slackened the joint.
The reason he slackened this particular joint uras because these rails are 60 feet long,
and therefore more liable to cxpausion than the ordinary 45 fcet rails. I t may be noted
that the reason for using 60 feet rails at this point is to avoid having a joint on K, oodman
Bridge, and Holden states that he specially watches these rails.
Inspector Wright was over this length of line the day before the accident occurred,
and he found the road in very good condition. He did not notice that any of the joints.
were tight, and he states that there has been no trouble owing to expansion this year.
The day in question was not a hot one, and there hare been many this year of a
higher temperature, so I think it hirly certain that the condition in which the permanent
way was found after the derailment was not due to expansion of the rails from the heat
(on account of insu6cient gaps being left between rhem), before the engine passed over it,
nor even that there was any tendency for the road to be forced out of alignment by the
rails being butted up by expansion when the engine did pass over them ; so this,
which would be the simplest explanation of the accident, cannot be regarded as the.
probable one.
After the derailment the down line was found t s have been forced outwards bodily i:~.
-
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places, sleepers and all, for a length of about 175 yards, after which i t was entirely destroyed,
the rails of the latter portion being bent into all sorts of shapes, some quite doubled up.
The displacement of the road began just at the commencement of the 30-chain curve, and
at a point 40 feet from the commencement of that curve it was 3 inches out of alignment;
at 90 feet therc was no moTement ; at 140 feet it was 4 inches out of alignment and this
is the point where the driver thinks he felt the first pluck ; at 230 feet there was no
movement and this'is the joint'between the 60-feet rails where the nuts where loosened
by the ganger ; at 260 feet it was 54 inches out ; at 300 feet there was no movement ;
at 380 feet it was 4 inches out! this is just at the end of the 30-chain curve and the commencement of the transitional curve, and after that there was no movement until where
the line was entirely broken up which was at a point 130 feet beyond the end of the
30-chain curve. The portion of the permanent may from the comn~encementof the 30-chain
curve to the point where it was broken up was not damaged in the slightest beyond being
out of alignment ; no fishplates had been broken nor rails bent: and after being forced
hack into alignment again it was just as it mss before the derailment occurred. There
mere no marks of any wheels havin5 mounted the rails, except just at the end of the last
rail left in position, where there was a slight mark on the head of t,he outer rail, 2 feet
9 inches in length, where a single wheel appears to have mounted it and dropped on the
outside. The commencement of this mark was just 20 feet from the end of the rail, and
none of the chairs ahead of it appear to have been touched. I think it may probably hare
been caused by a wheel of the six-wheeled coach when derailed. The line ahead of the
joint of this last rail was entirely torn up for a length of 1.50 yards.
Before the line was relaidUinApril, 1911, there was an "inside check rail round this
curve, but the old road was of a sharper curvature (about 2 7 chains), and this curvature
was not approached by transition curves as is now the case. But it will be seen from the
description of the condition of the line after the accident, t,hat the derailment was due to
the road be in^ bodily shifted, and not to a wheel mounting a rail on the curve, so the fact
that there was no check rail does not bear on the question, as the same outnrard pressure
would have been brought on to the sleepers if there had been a check rail inslde the
right-hand rail.
It will be seen in Mr. Hughes' evidence that theoretically the engine woulcl have to
travel at a speed of about 120 miles an hour to cause the engine to mount the rails at this
curve from flange pressure due to centrifugal force,
A six-wheeled coach would require to run at the same speed to cause it to mount the
rails from flange pressure.
With regard to the speed of the train, which normally consists of seven bogie
coaches, and which is booked to call at Rochdale only, after leaving Manchester, before
reaching the place of derailment, the schedule time allowed between Rochdale and
Todmorden West is 12 minutes, and the distance 8 miles 1230 yards, or an average
speed of 43:49 miles per hour ; and between Todmorden West and Sowerby Bridge
No. 2 signal-box, 11 minutes for a distance of 9 miles 841 yards, or an artrage speed of
51.69 miles per hour. This is not, however! the fastest train running over this route.
The 11.40 a.m., Liverpool to Leeds, with simllar stops, has a schedule time of 10 minutes
between Todmorden and Sowerby Bridge, which is an average speed of 56.86 miles
per hour ; and the 2.10 pm., Liverpool to Hull, with a load of 9 bogie coaches, ia allowed
9 minutes, which gives an average of 63.18 miles per hour. On the four previous days
of the week prior to June 21st, the time taken by this train between Todmorden West
and Sowerby Bridge No. 2 box was on three occasions 11 minutes, and on one occasion
12 minutes, and on the 21st, according to the train registers, the time taken between the
various signal-boxed as far as Dover Bridge was the usual amount, but as half-minutes
are not booked, it is not perhaps possible to judge of the actual speed of the train, owing
to the short distances between the signal-boxes ; i t works out at quite 60 miles an hour,
however, between Dobroyd crossing
signal-boxes, a distance of
.. and Dover Bridge
3 miles l 6 chains.
As to the speed of the train between Walsden and Todmorden, about 4 miles from
the place of derailment, there is the evidence of foreman platelayer I. Hey, who thought
it was going faster than usual, between 50 and 60 miles an hour, and who states that he
heard an unusual noise, and that the engine appeared to be jumping. This jumping was
also noticed by another platelayer, A. Heyworth, at a short distance away, and he
describes it as if the front wheels of the engine were jumping up and down.
As to the speed of the train when passing Eastwood, there is the evidence of
A. Holden, the foreman platelayer, who estimated it at 60 to 70 miles an hour, but the
fireman H. Broadbent, who worked on the same train the previous day, considers the speed
to hare been about the same on the 21st, and estimates it at 55 miles an hour. Driver
-

14edleyestimates the speed at Eastwood a t about 50 miles an hour. He also says hebad about
half steam on np to Eastwood advance signal, which ia 37 chains from Dover Bridge south.
box, and that then he closed the regulator and calculated that, having a dry rail and only
a light train, the speed would be reduced to 45 miles an hour when he got to the curve.
But driver Medley states that he had half steam on from Holroyd Junction to &stwood
advance signal, a distance of t v o miles on a falling gradient of 1 in 182, and yet did not
increase his speed above 50 miles an hour, or about the same speed as when passing
Todmorden, and that he never applied his brake at all during that portion of the journey.
I may say here that driver Medley bears an excellent character, and gave his evidence.
in a most straightfbrrvard manncr, but I am quite sure he is mistaken as to the speed of
his train not exceeding 45 miles an h w r when coming to the curve just beyond Dover
Bridge signal-box.
This being a
laid out curve, some drivers apparently do not regard a speec\
reduction necessary, and there is the evidence of Inspector Wright and A. Holden that
the authorised speed is exceeded. I think it is dificult for drivers to estimate the speed
of trains in miles per hour, and t h a t they can only very roughly adhere to slight speed
restrictions like 45 miles an hour ; and to avoid too high a speed at such curves as this
one, some very marked reduction in speed should be made, so that the driver should be
conlpelled to check the speed of his train by the continuous brake, before reaching the
length covered bj. the restriction, and then release his brakes before coming on to the
curve.
nTithregard to the composition of the train, the engine was a radial tank passenser
engine, the details of which are given above. This class of engine is largely used on the
Lancasnire and Yorkshire Railway for passenger traffic, including fast trains. Its
condition after the derailment is given in the evidence of Mr. Hughes, the chief mechanical
engineer. The damage was chiefly to t , h eleading radial axle boxes and castings, which
were broken up, and the radial qx-ing has not been found, so presumably it must hare
been broken into very small pieces and buried in the ballast, and therefore not,hing can be
stated as to its condition.'
A few ym-s ago, after some derailments of trains drawn by tank engines, the Board
of Trade asked the Associated .Railway Companies to appoint an expert committee to
enquire into the question of the behaviour of tank engines under different conditions of
speed. A return was also asked for and presentcd to i'arliament, as to the respective
numbera of tender engines and tank engines derailed in the 20 years ending
31st December, 1904. As a result the Associated Companies replied, on the 10th February,
1906, that the derailments reportcd to the Board of Trade during the past 20 years were
becoming, fewer in number, and that there was nothing to indicate t,hat there is any greater
danger wrth a tank engine than with a tender engine, and tbey did not consider that
there could be any advantage in any further investigation of the matter at that time.
But :.he point raised by this derailment is whether this type of tank engiue, i.e., one.
with a leading and a trailing radial axle, is suitable for drarving high speed trains.
Personally, I consider that tank engines with a leading bogie are far less severe on the
permanent way than tank engines w t h a leading radial axle, and that the former class is
far preferable for use with fast t,rains. I think the behaviour of the radial axle boxes
may be uncertain, and one might become stuck in its guides: with the result that the
fixed %.heel base would become 1 6 feet 54 inches instead of S: feet 7 inches, and though
there are engines with this amount of fixed wheel base, they are ~ o suit,ablc
t
for usc with
high speed passenger trains. The function of t,he radial spring is to bring the axle box
back again to its normal position after leavine a curve, aud con~ecluentlyto reduce flange
friction as quickly as possible. If it broke it would allow the axle boxes to move free
laterally l$inches on either side of the centre position.
In this case (assuming that the line had not become warped by expansion due to
heat, which I consider is practically certain), the permanent way, vhich was almost new
and of the best class, was forced bodily out of alignment by this type of engine, in the
manner described above, and this c m only have happened
to some unusual
conditions existing in the engine or train.
Assuming the evidence of J. Tasker to be correct, I do not think the fact that a
side spring of a bogie being broken in the third carriage (none mere broken or out of'
osition in the second coach,) would account for the behaviour of the engine, as described
driver Medley.
Eor do I think that the fact of the second vehicle being a six-wheeled one had any
con&ion with the cause of the derailment, as the brakes were not applied until the
engine was on the point of leaving the road, and then possibly the light six-wheeled
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coach was nipped between the heavy coaches immediately in front and behind, and lifted
off the rails, as it must have been oscillating and rocking severely, from the r o d being so
much out of alignment.
I may state here that in looking through the list of derailments of engines belongin:
to thc Lancashire and'Yorkshirc Railway for .z period of 27 years, ending 3lst Dt:ccrnbcl.,
1911, there have been only five previous cases in which an official ilqlliry has hcwr hei~l".
These are as follows :Engines wit,h tenders :
Nuvember 8, 1890, ran into a mass of clay, which had firllen on to the l i ~ in
~e
a cutting.
May 28, 1903, trailing wheels of tcndcr clemiled owing to h i ~ hspeed :ct :I
crossing from fast to slow lines, the rlriver being misled by slgnds.
l nnk engines :
November 15, 1900, engine dcrsiled when setting back at Iwnansy catch points.
July 15, 1903, Watcrloo : probable canse, loss of spring of right trailil~g
coupled wheel.
February 15, 1911, Wvre Dock ; probable cause, loss of spring of right hand
driving wheel, d i c h was never found.
Of these, the two derailments of tender engines and the first of these three t m k
engines needed no special explanation. I n the other tmo cases, there was considerat~le
doubt as to the actual cause, but in each case the probable cause was a defect in thifi same
type of engine causing in the first case the engine to leave the mils, and in the secold
good permanent way to he forced o u t of alignment and broken up.
As regards the marshalling of the carriages of the train, it was most unfortnnatc
that a six-wheeled coach had to be attached to the train. It was a special carriage going
to Harrogate, and so was attached at Manchester next to the Southport to Harrogate
coach. The train usually consists of seven bogie coaches, and the three rear ones
are detached at Low Moor for Bradford, and the leading four go on to Leeds, where an
enginc is backed on to them and works them.by Holbeck on to the North Eastern linc
forward to Harrogate. C£ t'he six-wheeled coach had been pnt on to the rear of the
l'rradford cosches, it would have e n t d e d much delay and shunting at ,Low Moor to have
detached it and then placed it at the rear of the Leeds' portion, and from Leeds to
Harrogate it would havc been next the engine, as no shuuting is able to be done at
Leeds.
It is, of course, nndesirable to place a light coach between heavy ones, especially as,
in case of a collision or derailment, the light coach is almost invariably forced upn.ards!
and the coach next behind it is driven under the light one. This happened in this case,
the frame of the ~ix-wheelerbeing found to be on top of the third carriage, and it was in
this latter coach that the dead and badly injured were found. There were no passengers
in the six-wheeled coach.
The position of the engine and carriages (the latter having been examined by the
carriage examiners at Manchester and found correct in every way), was, after the derailment, as follows :-The engine was to the left of the down road, and had scraped along
the side of the cutting for a short distance ; the first coach was derailed, with its leading
end to the left and its trailing end to the right of the down line. The second and third
coaches were both to the left of the line, the frame of the third being under that of the
second, and both carriages entirely broken up. T,he fourth coach was on its right side,
lying across both down and up lines. The fifth coach was derailed, with its leading end
to the right. The sixth, seventh, and eighth coaches were all derailed, but in line with
the rails of the broken up road. The engine and five leading coaches were on the
transition curve to the left, just short of the 30 chain curve to the left. The sixth nns
on the short portion of straightline between the two transition curves, and t,he seventh
and eighth were on the transition curve beyond the first 30 chain curve. The rear of
the eighth coach was 32 feet ahead of the point where the road began to he entirely
broken up.
All the side bearing sp~ingsof the carriages were found at the site of the derailment,
though three auxiliary springs are missing ; and no wheels had shifted on their axles!
though
" several of the latter were bent.
The couplings between the engine and leading coach were intact, bnt were
broken between the next five. All appear to hare been derailed 50 the left, bnt bogie
carriages will take any position when running over a broken up road.
,
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derailments at Poulton and Preston on the joint lines, the engines concrrn<ml belonged
to the London and North Westeru Railway.

Nothing can of cburse be said as to the exact spot where thc derailment occurred,
but most probably the swerving of the engine burst a joint just ahead of the last rail8
lefc in position, and the fishplates being broken may have caused the loud crack heard by
the guard. It may be said here that, although the rails of the broken road were bent
into all kinds of shapes, yet there was not a flaw or crack visible in any of them, sheming
that they were of the highest quality.
Nor can it be stated definitely whether the engine first left the rails, or whether the
six-wheeled coach was jerked or lifted off when the brakes were suddenly applied, but as
parts of the leading axle-boxes were found 60 yards from where the engine came to rest,
it is evident that it was off the road for at lea3t that distance, and probably for a longer
one,though the tyres are very little marked, showing that it was clear of the rails and
chairs. I think the engine probably left the road first, as the gnard felt no oscillation
before the rear coach left the rails.
From what has been stated above, I think the general conclusion must be that the
demilment was most probably caused hy the train being drawn by a heavy tank engine
at too high a speed, for that particular t,ype of tank engine, round a moderate curve of
30 chains radius. I consider that this type of tank engine throws too great a strain on
to the permanent way when running at high speeds, and that in this case there was
nothing out of order in the permanent way, which was of a high class.
I think that if this particular type of tank engine is continued to be used for high
speed tmins, special speed restrictions are necessary on curves, and that at this particular
reverse curve the speed should be reduced to less than 45 miles an hour, while agreeing
that 45 miles an hour is not an unsafe speed for an engine with a leading bogie. As i t is
evident that this speed restriction of 45 miles an hour is constantly exceeded, it would be
well for the speed round this and other curves at the end of long gradients to be sometimes
recorded by instruments, or by speed recorders placed on the engines, so that drivers could
be told when they exceeded the authorised speed, and taught what a speed of 45 miles an
hour and other speeds really are, as it must be difficult for them to discriminate between
such speeds as 45, 50, and 55 miles an hour, especially on good roads and on steep
gradients.
I have: &C.,
E. DRUITT,Lieut-Col.

.

Thc Assistant Secretary, Railway Department,
I'lonrd of Tr'de.

APPENDIX.
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Engine No. 276.-Leading radial casting and
cross frames broken ; leading buffer beam torn
and bent ; vacuum pipe engine end broken ; both
leading life guards off; all mud cocks broken
from cylinders ; right-hand outside rod bent ;
left-hand ontside slide bar bent and slide block
broken'; motion stay plate bent ; both main
framings bent against the leading radial horns ;
right-hand leading sand-box and pipes and cross
stay broken ; left-hand leading radial spring off ;
both leading and both trailing brake hangers and
crossbars and coupling rods broken and twisted ;
both left hand footsteps off; waterscoop damaged;
left-hand leading sand-box broken ; main vacuum
'Jroken at back of left-hand trailing footptep ;
left-hand trailing sand-pipe off ; right-hand trailing buffer and vacuum pipe o f f ; both trailing
rail guards bent ; both left-hand little end bolte
broken ; both injector feed pipes damaged ;
leading radial cradle and brasses damaged.
Bogie composite van, No. 625.-Two underframe headstocks, one crossbar, two longitudinals,
two diagonals, one bolster, top and bottom footboards broken; van end projection and two
folding doors broken in ; also one cant rail, eleven
side panels, and end of coach at compartment end
damaged ; horizontal vacuum and Westinghouse

cylinders broken ; brakework, trussrods, buffers
and underframe fittings generally damaged ; two
bogies badly damaged ; gas cylinders moved. All
wheels to gauge and flanges good but leading
wheel flanges cut.
Third van, No. 1967.-Broken up. One pair of
wheels right to gauge ; one pair g wide ; one pair
b : d y bent ; all flanges good but one pair cut.
Bogie third van, No. 911.-Broken up. All
wheels to gauge and flanges good but leading
pair of wheels cut.
Bogie composite, No. 935.-Two
underframe
solebars, one headstock. one bolster, and underframe ironwork broken ; dynamo, cell-boxes,
and vacuum cylinder damaged ; three body side
panels, two bottom sides, one end rail, one arch
rail and footboards broken; two bogies badly
damaged. A11 wheels right to gauge and Hanges
good.
Bogie third van, No. 912.-One underframe,
headstock, footboards, dynamo, and cell-boxes
broken ; one panel, botcom side, and end rail
damaged ; one body end broken in ; two bogies
badly damaged. Trailing right wheel 1y out 01
gauge ; other wheels to gauge and all flanges
good.
Bogie third van, No. 894.-Footboards and three

axle-boxes bsoken, and brakework displaced ;
one body end bn,ken in : one bogie with bent
e All wheels t o gauge and flange8 good.
Bogie conlpmite, Xo 107O.--Footboa1ds broken
and gas cylinder moved. A11 wheels to gaugeand
Hanges good.
a

Bogie third van, Nu. 8:i:$.-biouti~~r,trilabroken ;
gas oylindera moved : oue bogie £ r a w I ~ n t a, n d
one axle-gusrd shairilred uA'. All wheels t o gan:u
and flangesgood, but enll trailing whuuln slightly

indented.

Nine 45 f u r l r u i l ~bent, nutit for uae ; 190 sleepers (including 13 on
I)n~krn; 10 pairs of tieh-plates and bolts broken.

op i.o;111) hroknl ; 310 c h a i a

lJrinterl wyies oi t h e above Heport were sent to the Co~nyanyurl the 7th August.

Board of Trade (Railway Department),
8, Richmond Terrace, Whitehull, S.W.,
17th June, 1912.

SII~,

I HAVE the honour to report, for the irdormation of' the Board of Tradu, in
accordance with the Order of the 29th May, the result of my inquiry into ttrc
circumstances attending the collision, which occurred on t,he 2Xth May, about 12.5 u.m.,
between a passenger train and an electric locomotive, at Baker Street East Station on the
Metropolitan Railway.
The 11.38 p.m. up train frmn Willesden Green was approaching Nu. 2 platfi~rmmad
upder clear signals, when it struck the locomotive which was standing on the down line,
foul of a crossing connecting the up line with the down line. Five passengers and the
motorman of the train suffered minor injuries in the form of cont,usions, or from the effects
of shock. A second motorman, who was on the ground, trippe,d, or fell, presurn;lbly in
trying to avoid being run over. His head was cut and his hands burnt by coming ~ n t l ~
contact with a positive conductor rail.
The passenger train comprised six X-wheeled passenger cars ; the leading and trailing
vehicles being fitted with electric motors, the remainder without'. The train was equipped
with the Westinghouse continuous air-brake, working blocks upun all wheels. The brake
was controlled by a single valve from the motorman's (front) compartment, and could
also he applied from the rear compartment by the head guard, and from other positions on
the train.
The front bogie of the leading motor-car was derailed ; the front of the car w:w
crushed, and the underframe benc. The left trailing buffer, and a window of the
locomotive were broken.
The damage to permanent way was slight ; a number of insulators and one dide
chair were fractured, and one running-rail bent.
Description.
Extensive alterations in the lay-out at Baker Street East Station are now in hand.
The first (temporary) stage in .the work, which included alterations in the connections
and interlocking, was completed and brought into use on Monday, 27th May, about
Ii a.m., sixteen hours prior to the collision.
The up and down approach roads had been moved slightly, about 18 iuches, westward.
Kos. 2 and 3 terminal piatform roads had been shortened from 30 to 40 feet at their
southern extremities, and lengthened a corresponding distance northward. The facing
connection from the up to the down line (No. 2 platform road) had also been moved
northward about 50 yards.
The main new feature in the lay-out comprised a new down loop line, on the west IF
the down main line, which extends northward, from the facing points at the north end of
No. 1 platform road, a distance of about 115 yards, where it te?mina.tes by a trailing
junction with the down main line. Accezs to the west engine siding is now obtained
from this new loop, insteid of from the down road. At the north end of the yard there
is a new trailing crossover between the up and down main lines.
Measured fromthe signd-box, which still occupies ita old position at the north end
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